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Stepping Out of the
Comfort Zone

Trading in Comfort for Courage. The journey to
becoming a full time creative entrepreneur.

Amanda Rose
If I could tell you the amount of times in the past that I have hid under a
security blanket I would be writing you a novel not a newsletter. It's not
something I am proud of, but when I reflect on why it has taken me so long
to get to this point I cannot help but recognize the fear that I allowed to win
time and time again. Now, don't get it twisted, I do not shy away from any
project, challenge, or obstacle.. I am constantly taking on new things..that
has never been my problem. 
NO.. My fear was driven by all of the things that I was told I HAD to do..
Had to do with my degree..
Had to do to make a living...
Had to do to look successful...
Had to do to live the life that was expected of me...
And that list goes on..
So my fear was that if I didn't do all the things I felt that I HAD to do that I
wouldn't  be successful with the things I WANTED to do. 

I am not sure that WITHOUT the consequences of all of the changes
brought on by 2020 that I would be writing this to you today. 
I started my business back in 2014 and ran it "part-time", which if any of you
have your own business you know that there is really no such thing. I
worked three jobs to be able to balance that fear with my ambition and to
be honest, I look back now and go "How the hell did I do that?".

Seven years later here I am working it full time. I am preparing for a very
busy 2021 regardless of the COVID circumstances. I am branching off into
new ventures both in a beautiful new partnership at RA + AR Design
Collaborative (with another amazing event designer Ryan Abney) as well as
launching a new OFFICIAL branch of services involving retail
merchandising.  I am also keeping my fingers crossed that all of my
amazing couples can have their events and that I can be in full force to help
make that happen.

Trading in your comfort for courage isn't easy and it doesn't happen over
night. You have to hold your truths close to your heart, be willing to be
vulnerable, creatively problem solve, and to remember to have patience
with yourself. 

They say you never work a day in your life when you are doing what you
love, I don't 100% agree. It's just that the work becomes worth it. 



Crashing Parties
Gearing up for a new season.

2020's wedding season was a bit slower than
normal to say the least. With almost all of my

booked events pushed to 2021,I have a heck of a
season ahead!

Here are a few things that I do to keep my sanity
during the process of working with couples in

designing their big day!

My most important tool is the Client Concept Map. This is
the documentation that I develop for each client's event.

Being that I am a design and décor vendor, this map
includes all the details I need to create a concept that is

customized to each clients vision for their décor and layout
of the space.

It starts as large document consisting of my clients
inspiration organized into concept categories; and then

transforms into the focused setup guide that I use during the
day of to style. 

These maps include a variety of elements and are
completely custom to my clients projects.  

Having creative ideas is one thing,
but being able to document them

into a clear concept is another.



Testing out samples to be sure the items being used fit the
design concept perfectly in color, proportion, and texture.
Making sure my clients and I are on the same page with how
the vision comes to life.
Working out the bugs in setup time required for specific
projects. Mockups give me a chance to work through each
detail to make sure it's full execution will fit into the setup
timeline allotted.
Provides the chance to make changes and experiment with
multiple options prior to committing to final ideas.
It builds confidence and trust as we continue to work towards
the big day. After these sessions my couples can rest easy in
knowing exactly what to expect to see when it comes to
décor.

The second part of the preparations involves doing mockup
sessions for each client. This is where we take the main

components from the design and build them out so we can see
the elements in real time. 

 
The benefits to working through design elements in

mockups are:
 

The concept maps and mock up sessions are a critical part of 
preparing for my clients big day. 
Due to couples post-poning their events for over a year, re-
visiting these steps will be important to getting back on track. 

2020 has changed both the mindset and
standards for how we host events. So not only
will we need to work through aesthetic design
changes but also those needed to create a safe
celebration for all.  



"Sitting at home all day stuck in a pandemic
sounds like a good time for someone to start

their own business right? Which is exactly what
I did (Jess Designs)! Being a graphic designer
in these times I found creative ways to stay

busy by running an Esty shop! I created a shop
a couple years ago (with no clue what I was
doing) that would get a few sales here and

there; but I decided now was a perfect time to
really get it up and going!

My shop offers illustration prints, mugs and sweatshirts. These
past couple months I have been focusing on creating new, 

 comfortable sweatshirts that everyone will love! So far they have
been taking off, especially my Detroit style one! I love creating

fresh designs that are stylish and fun! I am so grateful to
everyone that supports my small business and hope it can

continue to grow!" 

Jess Designs LLC

Small Biz Feature

@jessdesigns__
https://www.etsy.com/shop/JessDesigns9



"I've been a vegetarian since I was 14 and eventually
went full vegan when I was 30. As simple as that

sounds, it has truly been quite the journey to navigate
the plant-based world essentially on my own. And
through all of my ups, downs, and in betweens, I
found many cooking tricks and health tips that I

started to feel the urge to share with others. And as
someone who battles with IBS, I started to connect
my love for the plant-based lifestyle and its role in

healing my own gut.

In 2019, I became a Certified Holistic Health Coach
and Gut Specialist, launching my health coaching
career onto a gut-focused, vegan platform. Once I
started putting my certifications to use by guiding
people to a gut-friendly, plant-based diet, I
realized there was a demand for tools to help
people continue their own vegan journey. This was
when I decided to compile my plant-based
recipes (the ones I've been rotating in my own
vegan kitchen for years!) into my first self-
published vegan cookbook, Graze. Since releasing
this first book, the feedback I've received has been
overwhelming: people who have never considered
plant-based dishes were really enjoying my
Chipotle Stuffed Peppers and my Spaghetti
Squash Lasagna.

Going Plant
Based

-Becoming Vegan-

Lindsay Hanson
Sketch and Balance



Course: https://www.sketchandbalance.com/7dpbcourse
Website: www.sketchandbalance.com
Instagram: www.instagram.com/sketchandbalance

In this course, I show people how to implement
plant-based dishes and lifestyle habits into their
own routine in just 7 days. This course provides each
student with a full week's comprehensive meal plan
along with the recipes that go with it. Course
members also learn how to read a food label as a
vegan, how to order a plant-based dish at a
restaurant, and how to meal prep properly (and
quickly!) for their meal plan. This course even
includes a cheat sheet of all of the vegan options at
many fast food chains! Ultimately, through my
journey as a vegan recipe creator and holistic health
coach, I have found that helping people through
food has been my love language. My life's mission is
to make vegan food less scary and more accessible
to all. There is true healing that can come from a
plant-based diet--especially in healing the gut--and
I have made it my focus to help lead people to this
experience in a welcoming and inclusive way."

While there was an interest in transitioning to a vegan lifestyle
by many of my customers, I was constantly receiving requests
for a simplified guide or course on how to do so. So after a few
years of gathering ideas and resources, I finally launched my
first online course called 7 Day Plant-Based: A Guide to Going

Vegan.

https://www.blurb.com/b/9672623-graze

https://www.sketchandbalance.com/7dpbcourse

www.sketchandbalance.com

www.instagram.com/sketchandbalance



ARC At Home
A Terracotta DIY

How many times have you walked out of the store
without what you were hoping to find? When I can't

find the pieces that match my vision I take things into
my own hands.. YUP! You're looking at a DIY project

to create simple terracotta textured décor for our
home! 

Step #1: 
Choose your vases and décor
elements to paint. Be sure to clean
them to get all the dirt off. DO NOT
SKIP this step! Your paint will not stick
if the surface is dirty. 

 

Step #2: 
Mix your paints to your desired color. 
 Once you have the color you want, add
your cornstarch. You can also use Baking
Soda, these help thicken and gives your
paint a slight grainy texture. Add your
cornstarch slowly stirring well in-
between.

Step #3: 
Paint on the first coat of paint. This first
layer is to get your vessel covered and to
get that base color laid down. Do your
best to paint in the direction you want the
brush strokes, but do not be too
concerned with that on this first layer, Let
thoroughly dry. 

Step #4: 
Once your first coat is dry start the
second. This coat I did thicker so that I
could get a nice texture in the brush
stroke. Let dry. Some colors may need
three coats so repeat until the desired
color is achieved. 

Step #5: 
Spray lightly with a matte clear coat
finishing spray. 

Supplies
Vessels of your choice
Corn Starch
Paints of your choice. Be
sure they will work on
glass or whatever
texture your items are.
1" Paint brushes
Matte Finishing Spray ( if
desired)



When setting my mantle
I start with one of the
two base styling
patterns: a triangle or zig
zag. 

Both of these options
will aesthetically balance
the weight of the décor
on the mantle.

These styling patterns
will connect each
grouping, guiding the
eye to move along the
line in the pattern.

The square on each
pattern represents the
heaviest spots for décor. 

Making The Mantle
-Styling Tips-

After a long seasonal run it's time to start setting our
home for the spring and summer months! Our mantle is

my favorite place to start!

When clustering
décor use 3 or 5
main elements

that differ in
height. 



 

Celery juice became popular in 2019 when it was
introduced in the Medical Medium books. Anthony

Williams has several books on how to heal the body
from chronic illness with food. Celery juice is the

number one thing he recommends for everyone. As a
wellness coach and nutrition enthusiast, I decided to
give it a shot! I am a firm believer that food can heal

your body. Food is medicine!

Vitamin A is great for acne and inflammation. It also
supports eye health. 
Vitamin K is great for bone health and blood clotting.
When you cut yourself, the vitamin K in your body
helps heal the wound. 
Fiber is amazing for gut health and detoxing. 

Here are some facts about celery and what
celery juice can do for you!

 
Celery itself is low in calories, high in fiber, a great source

of vitamins A, K and potassium. 

When you make celery juice you have all these benefits
and more! 

The juice goes directly into the stomach and it’s easier to
obtain those vitamins. The celery juice also detoxifies the
liver and helps you remove toxins from your gut. When

you have a clean gut, your body will be able to build
healthy clean bacteria. 

 
Celery juice has also been linked to help with weight loss.

On The Juice
A Celery Juice Review

Vitality Girl Wellness



I have been drinking celery juice for a about a year now however, I been more
consistent the last two months. The first couple of weeks my face did experience

breakouts. 
Breakouts is a sign of your body purging toxins. I also noticed I was more regular

with my digestive system. My bloating and cramping also diminished. 
 

Celery juice also made me feel energized! Many people have replaced their coffee
with celery juice. I also notice celery juice made my skin look “glowy” and it made

my eyes look awake. All in all, I LOVE IT! I totally approve and recommend to
everyone.

Here are three tips if you want to try
celery juice yourself:

 
 1.Organic is always better, but if you cannot get
organic make sure you scrub and clean your
celery well before you juice. 

2. Skip the celery leaves. Celery leaves will make
your juice bitter and it will not be enjoyable to
drink. 

3. Drink your juice right away! If you would like to
prep your juice, make sure you place it in a mason
jar to seal its freshness. Drink within 24hrs. 

4. One bunch of celery stacks will get you
between 16-20z of juice, which is the
recommended amount to drink. 

5. Celery juice should be drunk on an empty
stomach first thing in the morning. 

6. Drink it with a straw! You may not like the taste
the first time, but you do get used it!

For more information make sure you check out the Medical
Mediums books. You can also connect with me at

vitalitygirlwellness@gmail.com and find me on Instagram for
more wellness tips

vitalitygirlwellness@gmail.com

vitalitygirl_



Detroit Social : Box Collective

Product Feature

Spring 2021
RA + AR Design Collaborative

@raar.designco@raar_designco

raar.designco@gmail.com www.raardesignco.com

For this issue of The Ivy Post I have a very special product feature! RA +
AR Design Collaborative is a women owned  business curating unique

events and concepts using intentional design. This is one of my newest
ventures in partnering up with Ryan Abney of RA Event Design to create

our dynamic duo!
 In 2020 we decided to pivot to create a partnership in addition to each of

our own small businesses. We have a calendar full of amazing things
and our Detroit Social Box Collectives are one of our favorites! 

Who doesn't love a curated box! Each with their own design concept
and unique inclusions these boxes are perfect for a safe, beautiful, and
delicious celebration at home! With two boxes already under our belt (
New Years Eve and Valentines Day) we are feeling very excited for our

spring box called Garden Brunch.
 

Inclusions will focus on brunch favorites and the freshness that comes
with the beginning of  planting our spring gardens! A softer palette that is
inspired by the herbs and plants that are included, will set the tone for a
refreshing décor assortment.

Every box has inclusions from Detroit
women owned businesses. Each a
master in their craft, we love to see
how they translate the design concept
we put in front of them. Garden brunch
is no exception and you can check out
detail on the team at our Instagram.
Garden Brunch boxes go one sale
March 5th! So be sure to check out RA
+ AR Design Collaborative to order
yours this season!


